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A B S T R A C T
Head pose estimation (HPE) is currently a growing research field, mainly because of the proliferation of human–computer interfaces (HCI) in the last decade. It offers a wide variety of applications, including human behavioranalysis, driver assistance systems or gaze estimation systems. This article aims to contribute to the developmentof robust and accurate HPE methods based on 2D tracking of the face, enhancing performance of both 2D pointtracking and 3D pose estimation. We start with a baseline method for pose estimation based on POSIT algorithm.A novel weighted variant of POSIT is then proposed, together with a methodology to estimate weights for the2D–3D point correspondences. Further, outlier detection and correction methods are also proposed in order toenhance both point tracking and pose estimation. With the aim of achieving a wider impact, the problem isaddressed using a global approach: all the methods proposed are generalizable to any kind of object for whichan approximate 3D model is available. These methods have been evaluated for the specific task of HPE usingtwo different head pose video databases; a recently published one that reflects the expected performance of thesystem in current technological conditions, and an older one that allows an extensive comparison with state-of-the-art HPE methods. Results show that the proposed enhancements improve the accuracy of both 2D facialpoint tracking and 3D HPE, with respect to the implemented baseline method, by over 15% in normal trackingconditions and over 30% in noisy tracking conditions. Moreover, the proposed HPE system outperforms the stateof the art on the two databases.
1. Introduction
People have always been able to provide and receive informationfrom the movements of the head (i.e. position and orientation varia-tions), which are a nonverbal form of communication that very oftenaccompanies the speech. The interpretation of these head movementsis crucial for understanding the intentions of other people in everydayhuman interactions, since the head pose gives direct information ofpeople’s attention target. In the computer vision field, head pose es-timation (HPE) is understood as the computation of the head positionand orientation with respect to a given coordinate system, usually acamera that is considered to be the origin of the world coordinatesystem (WCS). This computation is thus accomplished using the two-dimensional images obtained from that camera. Full orientation in 3D isdetermined by six degrees of freedom, namely the three rotation angles(roll, yaw, pitch) and the three translations (𝑇𝑥, 𝑇𝑦, 𝑇𝑧) along the threespatial axes that define the WCS.HPE offers a wide range of applications such as human behavioranalysis (Ba and Odobez, 2011; Subramanian et al., 2013), driver assis-tance systems (Tawari et al., 2014) or gaze estimation systems (Valentiet al., 2012). There is a great amount of information contained in head
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gestures, and HPE is a rich form of communication considered an impor-tant bridge for the interaction between humans and computers (Murphy-Chutorian et al., 2009). Human–computer interaction (HCI) has experi-enced an important rise in the past decade due to its multidisciplinarynature and its application in a vast number of fields, such as assistivetechnologies, artificial intelligence or control of mobile devices. Lately,research on HCI has focused on developing control methods withoutthe need of touch, such as hand gesture recognition (Wang et al., 2013;Valstar et al., 2017), head tracking (Belhumeur et al., 2013; Qiao et al.,2008), or gaze estimation (Navallas et al., 2011), among others. HCIbased on eye-control (Yuan et al., 2013) is rapidly evolving and has agreat potential, mainly due to the enormous spread of mobile devices.Gaze tracking systems suffer in unconstrained environments becausethey are very sensitive to head motion, and HPE has become a keypoint for successful gaze estimation. It has already been demonstratedthat the head pose is as important as the eye location in order todetermine the gaze direction (Langton et al., 2004), and gaze trackingand HPE are often combined in the search for better gaze estimationaccuracy without constraining user movements, which also increases theapplication range (Valenti et al., 2012; Cazzato et al., 2014). When doing
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gaze estimation using off the shelf cameras, where the irises are usuallynot represented in great detail, it becomes of critical importance to havean accurate HPE system (Valenti et al., 2012). Moreover, an automaticestimation of the orientation of the head, eventually strengthened bya more accurate gaze estimation, is a key point in various applicationsof assistive technologies, such as autism diagnosis, monitoring of socialdevelopment, depression detection and human behavior analysis (Leoet al., 2017).HPE systems usually estimate the head pose from a set of 2D–3D facial point correspondences, what is known as the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem when the intrinsic camera parameters are known.There are several geometric algorithms in the literature to estimatethe pose from such set of correspondences. Pose from Orthographyand Scaling with Iterations (POSIT) (DeMenthon and Davis, 1995)requires a set of at least four non-coplanar points to estimate the poseof an object using projective geometry. POSIT consists of two steps: itinitially assumes a weak perspective model for the pose calculation,in which the points from the object are projected onto the image asScaled Orthographic Projections (SOP), and then iterates by shifting thepoints of the object to the lines of sight in order to better approximatethe perspective projection, until it reaches convergence. It is a fastalgorithm that does not require an initial pose estimate. Lu et al. (2000)presented another iterative method that formulates the PnP problemas the minimization of collinearity error in the object space, achievinghigh accuracy. The popular ‘Iterative PnP’ method that is available inthe OpenCV libraries implements the Direct Linear Transform (DLT)algorithm to algebraically solve the system of equations determined byprojective geometry. It then uses a Levenberg–Marquardt optimizationto iteratively find the pose that minimizes the reprojection error.Another common approach consists in combining the Iterative PnPmethod with the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm todetect outliers in the set of point correspondences and estimate the posewith the best subset. The main disadvantage of this approach is theincrease in computation time required by RANSAC. Lepetit et al. (2009)presented a non-iterative approach to solve the PnP problem, known asEfficient PnP (EPnP). They proposed a computationally efficient solutionthat can handle both planar and non-planar configurations by expressingthe 3D points as a weighted sum of four virtual control points, andthey achieved little loss of accuracy with respect to iterative approacheswhile being much faster.Most of gaze estimation systems require performing HPE based on2D facial point tracking, estimating the incremental head pose thataccounts for the variation in the image observation. One of the mainproblems of tracking-based approaches is the accumulated error thatmay appear as the appearance model updates, also known as drifting.Many papers have addressed this issue with different success. Xiaoet al. (2002) used templates of the head image and the correspondinghead pose that were dynamically updated along the tracking, whichwas performed using iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRLS). Whena new image was found to be in a pose close to that in one of thetemplates, the image was re-registered to the template to minimizeerror accumulation. Particle filters based on the appearance of the headhave also been largely used in the literature to improve the trackingby maximizing the posterior probability using a motion history model.Once the head dynamics have previously been modeled, virtual viewsof the head can be rendered and compared with the current observationin order to update the weights of the particle filter (Choi and Kim,2008; Tu et al., 2006). Kalman filters have also been introduced intracking-based approaches, trying to use information from predictedhead poses in order to improve the tracking itself (Yu and Gang, 2011).Wang et al. (2012) developed a method based on keypoint matching,learning keypoint descriptors invariant to different viewpoints, nonrigiddeformations and illumination changes. Color information was used inorder to eliminate keypoints lying outside the face, and optical flowapplied in order to remove motion jitter. Tran et al. (2013) trained theirmethod using synthetic data generated using a parametric 3D model
and manually annotated facial landmarks, applying SIFT descriptorsto learn an appearance model. Tracking was then performed and thehead pose estimated using posterior probability, updating the trackingmodel through SVM. Recently, Jeni et al. (2017) developed a 3D cascaderegression approach that fits a dense 3D shape for each frame in real timewith good results in many different imaging scenarios, and Diaz Barroset al. (2018) proposed combining the accuracy in HPE given by thedetection of facial landmarks with the ability to handle extreme posesgiven by the detection of salient features in the head region.Most of these solutions require complex training, or are specificallydesigned for the tracking of the head, making their adaptation toother application fields difficult. This article aims to contribute to thedevelopment of robust and accurate HPE methods based on 2D trackingof the face, enhancing performance of both 2D point tracking and3D pose estimation and addressing especially the problem of driftingof points that lose track. With the aim of achieving a wider impactand going one step further, the problem is addressed using a globalapproach: all the methods proposed are generalizable to the tracking ofany object for which an approximate 3D model is available. The rangeof application of the techniques presented in this paper thus extends togeneric object tracking and pose estimation.Section 2 describes the proposed contributions in detail. It startswith the baseline 2D-feature-based 3D pose estimation system basedon POSIT. Then, the novel weighted POSIT (wPOSIT) algorithm is pro-posed, which aims to enhance 3D pose estimation by applying weights tothe 2D–3D point correspondences based on the tracking accuracy. More-over, a method for obtaining a tracking accuracy index (TAI) is describedbased on two invariant shape metrics that we introduce, which allowsus to calculate weights for wPOSIT. The method is naturally extendedfor outlier detection and correction using combined information from2D and 3D. The adaptations of all these generic-object methods to theproblem of HPE are specified in detail. Section 3 presents 2D trackingand 3D HPE results for two different head pose databases, focusing onthe improvement given by the techniques proposed and comparing ourHPE accuracy results with 29 other state-of-the-art methods. Section 4presents the discussion of the results, and Section 5 closes the articlewith the concluding remarks and future lines of work.
2. Methods
The process of performing HPE in a video sequence using a 2D-tracking-based method can be divided in three different steps accordingto the approach proposed in this article: (1) 2D facial feature pointdetection and tracking; (2) 3D pose estimation; and (3) 2D tracking and3D pose estimation enhancement through wPOSIT, outlier detection andoutlier correction. This section is organized according to those steps.As it has already been stated, an important added value of this workis that the proposed contributions are valid for 2D tracking and 3Dpose estimation of any object with very simple adaptations. Each of thefollowing subsections makes a short reference to this point.
2.1. 2D feature detection and tracking
A set of 12 characteristic facial landmarks has been chosen for the2D face tracking, as shown in Fig. 1. 2D feature tracking algorithms areprone to drifting errors, and they usually perform best when the selectedpoints are the most characteristic ones, which typically means choosingwell-defined corners. Adding more points to this 12-point model wouldimply including points that, instead of being corners, are located oncontours defined by the mouth, nose, eyes or eyebrows. For trackingalgorithms, these points usually perform worse because the point maydrift along the contour during tracking, due to the appearance similarityof image patches along it.The points are automatically detected in the initial frame of asequence using Active Shape Models (ASM) (Cootes et al., 1995).Specifically, an ASM implementation based on the work by Cerrolaza
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the 12 facial features tracked.
et al. (2012) has been used. This study proposes to work with multipleresolutions, looking for the learned shape gradually from a coarserresolution to the finest possible one. Once the 12 features are detectedin the initial frame, they are tracked along the complete sequence usinga pyramidal implementation of the popular Lucas–Kanade (LK) opticalflow algorithm (Lucas and Kanade, 1981). The pyramidal implementa-tion deals better with large displacements and the accuracy-robustnesstradeoff that comes with the choice of the search window.The main reason for the choice of LK is that this 2D point trackingmethod is universal for any kind of 3D object without the need of anytraining, whereas other popular methods such as IntraFace (IF) (Xiongand De Torre, 2013), the already mentioned ASM, or Active AppearanceModels (AAM) (Cootes et al., 2001) require previous training. In thecase of IF, the public version has only been trained for faces and thecode is not available to train the method differently. In the case of ASMand AAM, performing an exhaustive training that includes views of theobject in any pose is a time-consuming task, often tedious because ofthe difficulty to find labeled datasets, and there is little guarantee ofachieving a good performance.Training ASM for the initial feature detection though, as in ourmethod, is an easier task, since it only needs frontal views of the object,in this case the face. We have carried out this training using the publiclyavailable 2D-labeled dataset created by Ariz et al. (2016). However,LK may also be combined with methods for the automatic detection ofstrong corners in an initial image patch, such as the Shi–Tomasi cornerdetector (Shi and Tomasi, 1994), which makes its implementation forany kind of object tracking very simple.
2.2. Baseline method for 3D pose estimation
The head pose is estimated using POSIT algorithm (DeMenthon andDavis, 1995), which is a widely used generic object 3D pose estimationmethod based on projection geometry. It has been considered fit forthe purpose of this work: it is fast, there are public implementations inC++ or Matlab among others, and it estimates the pose of any objectfrom 2D images without the need of an initial estimate. The maindisadvantage of POSIT against some other state of the art PnP methodsis that it may fail in planar configurations. However, we showed inprevious work (Ariz et al., 2016) that it achieves a high accuracy inthe typical scenarios of our target applications (e.g. gaze estimation).If we have ideal 2D–3D correspondences, the intrinsic HPE error ofPOSIT is around 0.03◦, which demonstrates that the non-coplanarityrequirement is met by the facial landmark configuration with respect tothe camera in these scenarios. Nevertheless, we include other state ofthe art PnP methods in the HPE performance comparison in the resultssection to validate further the correct choice of POSIT. We will thus callthe baseline method to applying POSIT to a set of 2D–3D correspondentpoints that describe the shape of the face, in order to obtain its 3D posein a sequence of images.A 3D head model is necessary in order to match the 2D points givenby the tracker, which can be achieved by different Structure from Motion(SfM) methods. The Basel Face Model (BFM) created by Paysan et al.(2009) allows us to generate different 3D head models on a PCA basis.The mean shape of the PCA has been used to initialize a Sparse Bundle
Adjustment (SBA) algorithm (Triggs et al., 2000), which fits a sparse 3Dmodel by using different views in 2D and minimizing the reprojectionerror between the observed and predicted image points, applying aLevenberg–Marquardt non-linear least squares algorithm. In order toensure a coherent head model, this 3D fitting has then been refined byfinding the closest PCA observation to it in the BFM.Both POSIT and SBA are methods that can be applied to any 3Dobject. The following subsections describe in detail the techniques pro-posed in order to enhance both the 2D tracking and 3D pose estimation.
2.3. Weighted POSIT
Weighted POSIT (wPOSIT) is a novel variant of POSIT algorithm, inwhich a certain weight is applied to each 2D–3D point correspondence.The manner in which these weights are applied consists in repeatingeach point as many times as its weight indicates. That is, the listof 2D–3D point correspondences passed to the POSIT algorithm con-tains repeated points according to the weights assigned. Therefore, theweights are integer numbers and the maximum weight is a parameterof the algorithm that, in turn, determines the number of weight levelsavailable.The optimal way to determine the weight of a point in a certain framewould be to calculate a tracking accuracy index (TAI), which shouldindicate the accuracy with which the point has been located in thatframe; the more accurately the point has been tracked, the higher theweight that should be applied, and vice versa. Obtaining a TAI for eachpoint in every frame is a challenging task that is addressed in the nextsection.The feasibility of wPOSIT was assessed in advance in a HPE simula-tion environment that was built using the simulator tool and the UPNASynthetic Head Pose Database presented by Larumbe et al. (2017).Noisy instances of the synthetic database were created introducingGaussian 2D tracking error in the simulations, thus generating databaseswith increasing average 2D error ranging from 0 to 8 pixels for a
1280 × 720 resolution. This range covers the typical error for moststandard tracking methods, such as LK, IF, ASM or AAM. Using the ideal3D correspondences of the noisy instances of 2D facial points, POSITand wPOSIT were applied and compared in terms of HPE error. Idealweights could be applied to wPOSIT, since the 2D error of each point ineach image frame was known and the weight was determined inverselyproportional to this error. It was observed that, on the one hand, thenumber of weight levels had little influence in the result and 50 is aright value for this parameter and, on the other hand, wPOSIT givesan approximately stable 10% accuracy improvement with respect toPOSIT for any tracking noise level (except for perfect tracking, wereboth algorithms perform equally as expected).
2.4. Tracking Accuracy Index (TAI)
This section presents the method that we have developed to obtaina TAI, an index that describes how well a point is being tracked ineach frame of a sequence. It is based on the use of two invariantshape metrics that we propose, and their associated tolerance models. Inorder to guarantee the feasibility of the method, techniques that ensuremetric independency against the object’s specific shape and pose are alsoproposed. The method is described for any generic object, and specificadaptations to HPE are described when necessary.
2.4.1. Invariant shape metricsThe proposed method is based on using interlandmark relationshipsto analyze the 2D geometrical configuration of the tracked points foreach videoframe. This idea was introduced by Lekadir et al. (2007),where the ratio of interlandmark distances in triplets of points wasdefined as an invariant shape metric. We propose two complementaryshape metrics (r and s) to characterize the geometrical configuration of
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Fig. 2. Complementarity of the shape metrics r and s. Two fixed points, (−1, 0) and (1,0)are represented, and around them a set of contours where the third point of the tripletmay lie for each of the metrics to keep a constant value.
the 2D features tracked in the object. These metrics are defined for eachtriplet of 2D points (𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑘, 𝑝𝑙) as
𝑟𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝑑
𝑗𝑘
𝑑𝑘𝑙
, 𝑠𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝜃(𝑗𝑘, 𝑘𝑙) (1)
where 𝑑𝑗𝑘 and 𝑑𝑘𝑙 represent the Euclidean distance from 𝑝𝑗 to 𝑝𝑘 andfrom 𝑝𝑘 to 𝑝𝑙 respectively, and 𝜃(𝑗𝑘, 𝑘𝑙) is the angle formed by twovectors, one going from 𝑝𝑗 to 𝑝𝑘 and the other one from 𝑝𝑘 to 𝑝𝑙.The advantage of using these two shape metrics is that they arecomplementary, in the sense that any 2D point that drifts from itsoriginal position in the image produces a change in at least one of thetwo metrics. Fig. 2 shows this complementarity: fixing two points of acertain triplet, (−1, 0) and (1, 0) in the figure, for each value of 𝑟 thereis a contour along which the third point of the triplet may drift whilekeeping 𝑟 constant. This means that there is a possibility of a pointdrifting along a specific contour in the object during the tracking sothat this drifting would go undetected for the first shape metric. Ananalogous behavior is observed for the metric 𝑠. However, the contoursthat keep each metric constant are different and intersect only in twospecific points in the image. Therefore, there does not exist any contouralong which a point may drift and go undetected for both shape metrics.These metrics show the advantage of being invariant to 2D scaling,rotation or translation, but they are not invariant to 3D pose changesin the object and neither to differences in appearance of objects ofthe same kind. The following sections describe the solutions proposedto overcome these issues and achieve a full invariability of the shapemetrics, which is one of the main challenges of the proposed method.
2.4.2. Pose normalizationIn order to make the shape metrics invariant with respect to the3D pose of the object, the tracked 2D points are pose-normalized to areference pose, e.g. a frontal view of the object. The process of posenormalization can be observed in Fig. 3, illustrated for the specificexample of face tracking and head pose normalization. It consists insimulating a camera rotation and translation in order to get a frontalview of the face. First, the 3D pose of the object is estimated using POSITand all the tracked points that define the object shape. In the examplein the figure, the estimated pose consists in the transformation betweenthe head (𝑋𝑀 , 𝑌𝑀 , 𝑍𝑀 ) and the camera (𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖, 𝑍𝑖) coordinate systems,being the camera in its actual position (before the pose-normalization).Using that information, each of the 2D image points is back-projectedto the 3D model in the calculated pose, and the intersection betweenthe back-projection line and the Z-plane corresponding to the depth
Fig. 3. Illustration of the pose normalization process. Original camera (Xi ,Yi ,Zi) andpose-normalized camera (Xref ,Yref ,Zref ) are represented, together with the image projec-tions of a correctly-tracked point P and a wrongly-tracked point P′ from the 3D head modelcoordinate system (XM ,YM ,ZM).
of the original model point (𝜋Z plane in Fig. 3) is obtained as thecurrent 3D object point being tracked in the image. Finally, this new3D point is reprojected to a virtual camera located just in front of theobject, according to the calculated pose (image plane 𝜋ref in Fig. 3).In the figure, an inaccurately tracked (𝑝′i) and ideally tracked (𝑝i)corner of the eye is shown, thus two image representations (one correctand one incorrect) of the same anatomical point. Both points giveplace to two different pose-normalized reprojections that keep beingrepresentative of the tracking error committed, since the differencebetween both points will only be due to the 2D tracking error andnot to the instantaneous 3D pose of the head, if we assume ideal poseestimation. In reality, this is not possible and the error in the 3D poseestimation will inevitably affect to some length the pose normalizationprocess and the resulting 2D points, making impossible to achieve a fullpose independency. Nonetheless, it will be later shown in the resultssection that this error is acceptable and overall the method performswell, overcoming the 3D pose dependency problem.
2.4.3. Object independencyIn order to achieve object independency of the metrics, the initialframe of the sequence to track is chosen as a reference template. Theassumption made here is that our initial 2D feature point detectionis correct and can therefore be used as a reference for comparison.This applies to the points given by ASM in our HPE system. The initialconfiguration of the points is then taken as ‘ideal’ for that object, and rand s metric values in every frame can be compared with that referencetemplate, using the following comparison metrics:
𝑐𝑟𝑖 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑖 ≥ 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓
−
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑟𝑖
𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓
, 𝑐𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓 (2)
being 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖 the shape metrics calculated for the 𝑖th frame as definedin Eq. (1), and 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓 the same metrics calculated for the referenceframe (1st frame). The superscript that refers to the point numbershown in Eq. (1) is not shown in Eq. (2) for simplicity in notation. Thecomparison metric 𝑐𝑟𝑖 is defined as a ratio between 𝑟 shape metrics, sincethese in turn are defined as distance ratios between landmark triplets. Itis defined in two sections in order to get two symmetric ranges for thevalues of the metric, i.e. (−∞,−1) and [1, ∞). The comparison metric
𝑐𝑠𝑖, on the other hand, is defined as a difference between 𝑠 shape metrics,since these in turn are defined as angles between interlandmark vectorsand thus 𝑐𝑠𝑖 measures the differential angle.The shape metrics for every frame in the sequence, 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖, areobtained using the previously pose-normalized images. This is also done
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with the metrics for the first frame, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝑠𝑟𝑒𝑓 . Working with the com-parison metrics defined in Eq. (2) instead of the absolute metrics definedin Eq. (1) allows us to compare the interlandmark configuration of thecurrent frame with that of the initial frame that is taken as reference.This comparison can be carried out whatever the 3D pose differencebetween both frames is, since the 2D shape points have previouslybeen pose-normalized. And measuring the relative differences betweenboth interlandmark configurations assures that appearance differencesbetween different objects of the same kind are not affecting the measure.Therefore, we can claim that, through the described process, we obtaintwo invariant shape metrics (i.e. 𝑐𝑟𝑖 and 𝑐𝑠𝑖) that only depend on theaccuracy with which the feature points in the object are being tracked.Note that, in perfect tracking conditions, 𝑐𝑟𝑖 = 1 and 𝑐𝑠𝑖 = 0 for anytriplet of points.
2.4.4. Tolerance modelEach landmark is now associated with two sets of invariant shapemetrics for each frame. The main idea behind the calculation of a TAIis that an inaccurately tracked point will cause metrics calculated fromtriplets that include that point to be invalid. In order to tell whethera certain metric value is accepted or not, tolerance intervals (𝑇 ) thatcharacterize a valid model have to be calculated in what is usually calledtolerance analysis (Guttman, 1970). Extreme values of the metrics canthen be detected if they fall outside the statistically determined toleranceintervals, usually calculated from training samples. When a Gaussiandistribution of the samples cannot be assumed, as in our LK tracker,non-parametric tolerance intervals should be used, calculated from thesmallest and largest observation in the training set. Note that each tripletof points in the shape (𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙) gives room to two different shape metrics(𝑐𝑟𝑗𝑘𝑙 and 𝑐𝑠𝑗𝑘𝑙), and these will in turn have their own tolerance intervalsassociated (𝑇 𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑐𝑟 and 𝑇 𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑐𝑠 ).The tolerance model for HPE has been built with the aid of theUPNA Head Pose Database that contains a large set of automaticallyannotated faces (Ariz et al., 2016). Since the labeled faces representthe ideal tracking, we can obtain the training samples by followingthe full procedure of pose normalization and comparison-shape-metrics’calculation using the automatically annotated 2D points in the database.Being the tracking ideal, the 2D error in the pose-normalized pointswill just be due to inaccuracies in the 3D model fitting, which in turnleads to inaccuracies in the pose normalization and in the resulting 2Dobservations that correspond to the frontal view of the face. Therefore,we are able to build the tolerance model in perfect tracking conditionsand we can assume that any sample that lies outside these intervalscorresponds to inaccurate 2D tracking.
2.4.5. TAI calculationOnce the tolerance model has been built, two steps are followed inorder to measure the dissimilarity of a point with the model. First, alikelihood measure 𝑓𝑐 is obtained for each metric. According to how thecomparison metrics have been defined in Eq. (2), we build the likelihoodmeasure for each metric as a linear function with values going from 1to 0 inside the tolerance interval, being 1 when the metric correspondsto the perfect tracking, and 0 outside the interval:
𝑓𝑐𝑟 (𝑐𝑟) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝑐𝑟𝐻 − 𝑐𝑟
𝑐𝑟𝐻 − 1
, 𝑖𝑓 1 ≤ 𝑐𝑟 ≤ 𝑐𝑟𝐻
𝑐𝑟𝐿 − 𝑐𝑟
𝑐𝑟𝐿 + 1
, 𝑖𝑓 − 1 > 𝑐𝑟 ≥ 𝑐𝑟𝐿
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
(3)
𝑓𝑐𝑠 (𝑐𝑠) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 − 𝑐𝑠
𝑐𝑠𝐻
, 𝑖𝑓 0 ≤ 𝑐𝑠 ≤ 𝑐𝑠𝐻
1 − 𝑐𝑠
𝑐𝑠𝐿
, 𝑖𝑓 0 > 𝑐𝑠 ≥ 𝑐𝑠𝐿
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
(4)
where tolerance intervals corresponding to both metrics are definedfor each triplet as 𝑇𝑐𝑟 = [𝑐𝑟𝐿, 𝑐𝑟𝐻 ] and 𝑇𝑐𝑠 = [𝑐𝑠𝐿, 𝑐𝑠𝐻 ]. Note that
the superscript ‘𝑗𝑘𝑙’ corresponding to each triplet is not shown in theequations for clarity of notation.When a metric falls outside of the tolerance, it is not straightforwardto identify which point in the triplet is the cause, but we can calculate thelikelihood 𝑓 𝑝 of each point to be an inlier by adding up the contributionsof all the metrics associated to the point:
𝑓 𝑝
(
𝑝𝑗
)
= 1
𝑁 𝑗
∑
𝑘,𝑙
𝑓𝑐 (𝑐𝑗𝑘𝑙)𝑓𝑐 (𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑗 )𝑓𝑐 (𝑐𝑙𝑗𝑘) (5)
where 𝑁 𝑗 is the number of triplets in which the point 𝑝𝑗 is present. Hereagain we use a general notation for both metrics, but we will actuallyobtain two likelihood measures (𝑓𝑟𝑝 and 𝑓𝑠𝑝) applying equation (5) tothe two metrics. The two likelihood measures are averaged to get thefinal 𝑓 𝑝 for every landmark. This process is carried out for each framein the video sequence, and hence the likelihood measure can be writtenas 𝑓 𝑝𝑖 , where 𝑖 = 1…𝑁 frames and 𝑝 = 1…𝑃 points defining the shapeof the object. As the reader may already have noticed, 𝑓 𝑝𝑖 is the TAI wewere looking for from the beginning, ranging from 1, when the pointis perfectly tracked, to 0, when all the metrics in which the point isinvolved fall outside the tolerance model.
2.4.6. Weight calculationThe calculated TAI can easily be transformed into a point weight forwPOSIT by applying weights proportional to the TAI value, knowingthat the minimum weight (i.e. 1) must correspond to a TAI of 0, andthe maximum weight 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 (i.e. the number of weight levels we wantto use) to a TAI of 1. Weights are thus obtained from TAIs through thefollowing equation:
𝑤𝑝 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
(
1 +
(
𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1
)
⋅ 𝑓 𝑝
) (6)
2.5. Outlier detection
Using the calculated TAI, outlier detection (OD) can be carried outin order to eliminate outliers in the 2D shape tracked in each frame.We need to set a threshold 𝜆 for the TAI below which a point will beconsidered a potential outlier. This condition would then be defined bythe following equation:
𝑓 𝑝
(
𝑝𝑗
)
< 𝜆 (7)
If Eq. (7) is satisfied, the point is considered a potential outlier andundergoes the final checking process that will confirm or discard it as anactual outlier. The pose is re-estimated without this landmark and thenew pose-normalized face is obtained, where new metrics are calculatedfor the remaining points, leading to new 𝑓𝑝’s and new weights. Thesenew TAIs are compared with the original ones (excluding the outlier)and, if the average value of the new TAIs exceeds the average valueof the old ones, the outlier is confirmed. If this final condition ismet, it means that the metrics in which the outlier was involved werecontributing negatively to the TAIs of the other landmarks, which is avery reasonable indicative of a point being an outlier. This OD loop isiteratively repeated until no more outliers are detected.
2.6. Outlier correction
As a final contribution, we present a method for outlier correction(OC). Once an outlier has been detected in a certain frame, an alternativeto just removing it is to try to readjust it to its correct image position.OC is laid out as an iterative process of 2D position correction, in whichthe estimated pose, initially obtained by wPOSIT without the outlier(OD), and calculated using the corrected point in subsequent iterations(OC), is used to calculate the ideal 2D image position of the detectedoutlier through a pose denormalization process. Let us explain this indetail: we have initially obtained a reference template of the 2D shapein a frontal view by pose-normalizing the 2D points detected in theinitial frame. This reference is supposed to be the ideal tracking, andthus the calculated TAIs in a certain frame measure the 2D tracking
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performance with respect to that reference. Therefore, we can apply aninverse process of pose denormalization to that template and obtain thecorresponding 2D projection of the reference points in the desired pose,i.e. the pose estimated for the current frame.The projection obtained for the point detected as an outlier is furtherrefined based on image appearance. A small window (i.e. 7 × 7) aroundthe obtained projection is checked against the corresponding point 10frames before, assuming a small image variation between frames, andassuming the loss of tracking is recent – the tracking was correct 10frames before –.Patches of 21×21 pixels are compared by measuring thesum of absolute differences (SAD). The point in the 7 × 7 window thatmatches best the previous appearance is kept as the final correction.This template-back-projection plus image-based-correction processis iteratively repeated until a convergence is reached. This convergenceis assessed by measuring the 2D Euclidean distance between correctionsin consecutive iterations, setting a minimum distance below which thealgorithm stops.The final image points are pose-normalized with the last estimated3D pose, and the process to obtain the final TAIs is followed. Similarlyto the OD method described in the previous section, if the new TAIs,calculated with the corrected outlier, exceed in average the old ones
(i.e. without the correction), the correction is accepted, updating thetracker. This OC loop is iteratively repeated until no more outliers aredetected for the current frame, checking the lowest TAI among the newones against the threshold at each iteration.Once the outlier-corrected 2D–3D correspondences have been deter-mined and the final TAIs and weights have been calculated, wPOSIT isapplied in order to obtain the definitive pose for the current frame. Thecomplete pose estimation system, including wPOSIT and OD + OC, isdescribed in detail in Algorithm 1.
3. Experimental results
The methods proposed in this work give room to four different HPEapproaches when we incorporate just wPOSIT, wPOSIT plus the ODmodule, or wPOSIT with both OD and OC modules, to the baselinemethod. For the evaluation of the methods, two head pose videodatabases have been employed: the BU Headtracking Database (La Cas-cia et al., 2000) and the UPNA Head Pose Database (Ariz et al., 2016).The former contains 45 videos of 200 frames of 5 users performing freehead movements, whereas the latter contains 120 videos of 300 framesof 10 users performing both guided and free movement sequences. HPE
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Table 12D head tracking accuracy results for the UPNA database (1280 × 720 resolution). Errorsfor all frames (AF) and only for frames in which at least one outlier is detected (OF) areshown. The accuracy gain given by each method with respect to the baseline method isalso shown.
Method Tracking error (px) Gain obtained (%)AF OF AF OF
Baseline method 4,03 6,73 – –wPOSIT 4,03 6,73 – –wPOSIT+OD 3,56 4,82 11,68 29,26wPOSIT+OD+OC 3,59 5,20 10,75 23,78
results have been evaluated in both databases. Since the head poseground truth of the BU database is notably noisy compared to the oneof the more modern UPNA database, the former was smoothed for thisevaluation by applying a moving average with a window of 5 frames.It was observed that this smoothing provided a consistent accuracyincrease of ∼0.07◦ independently of the HPE method used.In addition to that, the UPNA database also contains a 2D groundtruth, which allows us to evaluate 2D tracking performance.The 2D facial point tracking accuracy is measured as the averageEuclidean distance between the tracked points and the 2D ground truthfor a 1280 × 720 pixel resolution. This error is presented in Table 1,measured for all the frames (AF) in the database, on the one hand, andjust for frames in which at least one outlier has been detected (OF),on the other hand. The proportion of OF depends on the parametersof the algorithm, especially the threshold for outlier detection, whichhas been set to 0.6 based on preliminary experimentation. We havefound that 23.57% of the frames in the database give place to at leastone outlier according to our 2D tracking system and OD module. Thetracking accuracy gain given by each of the proposed enhancementswith respect to the baseline method is also shown in the table. Notethat the wPOSIT approach gives the same result as the baseline methodin terms of point tracking, since it only affects the 3D pose estimationleaving the tracked 2D points unaltered.Average HPE errors for the two databases are summarized in Table 2,again for both AF and OF. Following the classical approach, onlyrotation errors are shown. Table 3 shows an extensive comparison of ourmethods against other state-of-the-art methods on the two databases.Visual examples of the effect of wPOSIT and OD and OC modulesin 2D tracking and HPE accuracy are shown in Fig. 4, in which twoexample frames from the UPNA database are shown. wPOSIT achievesto compensate for tracking inaccuracies and improve HPE, whereas ODand OC are able to detect and correct outliers, eventually improvingboth 2D tracking and 3D HPE.
4. Discussion
Regarding the 2D tracking results, it is observed that OD and OCmethods perform well and improve the baseline method considerably,achieving an average error of around 3.5 pixels for a 1280 × 720 resolu-tion. The wPOSIT approach does not give any tracking improvementsince it only affects the estimation of the 3D pose without alteringthe 2D points. The fact that the OD and OD + OC approaches achievesimilar tracking results means that the 2D error of the corrected pointsis in the same range as the inliers’ error, and thus it is performingsuccessfully; OD eliminates outliers and they are not included in the2D error calculation, whereas OC includes those points by calculatingtheir corrected position. The main advantage of OC against OD is thatwe do not lose any tracked points, which is a key point for HPE accuracyand, besides, allows us to track much longer sequences.In terms of the accuracy gain given by the enhanced approaches,it is observed that the OD and OD + OC methods achieve a 11.68%and 10.75% tracking accuracy improvement respectively if the 36.000frames of the database are taken into account, and a 29.26% and 23.78%improvement if we compare the tracking only for frames where at leastone outlier has been detected. All in all, we can expect a trackingaccuracy improvement of over 10% using the OD module in normal2D tracking conditions, and an accuracy improvement of up to 30% innoisy tracking conditions.These results show that we have consistently addressed the problemof drifting of points that lose track, inherent to most point trackingsystems. The capacity of our system to detect and correct drifting pointsmakes it robust, and thus suitable to track long sequences. The trackingaccuracy improvement achieved has a direct effect over the subsequentHPE, as stated in the lines below.Regarding HPE results presented in Table 2, we obtain a top accuracyof 1.09◦ for the UPNA database, and 2.58◦ for the BU database. The gaingiven by the enhancements proposed is overall in the range of the oneobtained for the 2D tracking, which shows that the tracking accuracy isdirectly related with the HPE accuracy, and therefore the enhancementsproposed are being effective on both. In this case, we can observe thatwPOSIT has a beneficial effect over HPE, reducing considerably the errorwith respect to the baseline method (1.21◦ and 2.71◦ vs. 1.30◦ and 2.78◦for the UPNA and BU database respectively). When wPOSIT is combinedwith the OD module, this error is further reduced (1.18◦ and 2.62◦)and, when the OC module is also implemented, the highest accuracy isachieved for both databases (1.09◦ and 2.58◦). In frames containing atleast one outlier this effect is highly magnified, in accordance with whatwe have observed for the 2D tracking accuracy.For the UPNA database, which shows the expected performance ofthe system in current technological conditions, the HPE gain given bythe final approach (wPOSIT + OD + OC) with respect to the baselinemethod is over 16% in normal tracking conditions and over 30% in noisy
Table 2Mean absolute HPE errors for UPNA (Ariz et al., 2016) and BU (La Cascia et al., 2000) databases. Errors of the proposed approachesfor all the frames in the database and only for frames in which at least one outlier is detected are shown.HPE error – UPNA database
Method All frames Frames with outliersRoll (◦) Yaw (◦) Pitch (◦) Avg (◦) Roll (◦) Yaw (◦) Pitch (◦) Avg (◦)
Baseline method 0,70 1,57 1,64 1,30 1,53 3,69 2,78 2,67wPOSIT 0,67 1,42 1,53 1,21 1,37 3,08 2,45 2,30wPOSIT+OD 0,63 1,33 1,58 1,18 1,20 2,71 2,62 2,18wPOSIT+OD+OC 0,58 1,16 1,51 1,09 1,02 2,15 2,36 1,84
HPE error – BU database
Method All frames Frames with outliersRoll (◦) Yaw (◦) Pitch (◦) Avg (◦) Roll (◦) Yaw (◦) Pitch (◦) Avg (◦)
Baseline method 1,90 3,54 2,90 2,78 3,01 10,34 5,18 6,18wPOSIT 1,87 3,42 2,85 2,71 2,81 9,39 4,72 5,64wPOSIT+OD 1,85 3,23 2,80 2,62 2,56 7,35 4,05 4,65wPOSIT+OD+OC 1,86 3,09 2,78 2,58 2,71 5,94 4,00 4,22
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Table 3HPE accuracy comparison for the UPNA and BU databases between our methods andstate-of-the-art algorithms.UPNA database
Method HPE error (◦)Roll Yaw Pitch Avg
wPOSIT+OD+OC 0,58 1,16 1,51 1,09wPOSIT+OD 0,63 1,33 1,58 1,18wPOSIT 0,67 1,42 1,53 1,21PnP tplus RANSAC 0,62 1,57 1,56 1,25Baseline method 0,70 1,57 1,64 1,30Iterative PnP 0,65 1,68 1,73 1,36AAM+POSIT (Ariz et al., 2016) 1,04 1,63 2,19 1,62Jeni 2017 (Jeni et al., 2017) 0,98 2,71 1,53 1,74ASM+POSIT (Ariz et al., 2016) 0,88 2,50 2,77 2,05Efficient PnP (Lepetit et al., 2009) 0,75 2,66 3,02 2,14Xiong 2013 (Xiong and De Torre, 2013) 0,92 3,12 2,98 2,34Ondras 2017 (Ondras et al., 2017) – 4,10 2,50 3,30
BU database
Method HPE error (◦)Roll Yaw Pitch Avg
wPOSIT+OD+OC 1,86 3,09 2,78 2,58wPOSIT+OD 1,85 3,23 2,80 2,62wPOSIT 1,87 3,42 2,85 2,71Wang 2012 (Wang et al., 2012) 1,86 3,75 2,69 2,77Baseline Method 1,90 3,54 2,90 2,78Xiao 2002 (Xiao et al., 2002) 1,40 3,80 3,20 2,80Baltrusaitis 2012 (Baltrusaitis et al., 2012) 2,08 3,00 3,81 2,96Jeni 2017 (Jeni et al., 2017) 2,41 3,93 2,66 3,00Lefèvre 2009 (Lefèvre and Odobez, 2009) 2,00 4,40 3,30 3,23Jang 2010 (Jang and Kanade, 2010) 2,07 4,22 3,44 3,24Diaz Barros 2018 (Diaz Barros et al., 2018) 2,54 4,07 3,27 3,29Prasad 2010 (Prasad and Aravind, 2010) 3,60 3,80 2,50 3,30Xiong 2013 (Xiong and De Torre, 2013) 2,02 3,85 4,06 3,31Diaz Barros 2017 (Diaz Barros et al., 2017) 2,56 3,99 3,39 3,31PnP +RANSAC 2,06 4,61 3,47 3,38Iterative PnP 2,57 3,64 4,03 3,42Jang 2008 (Jang and Kanade, 2008) 2,10 4,60 3,70 3,47Asteriadis 2014 (Asteriadis et al., 2014) 2,61 4,29 3,74 3,55An 2008 (An and Chung, 2008) 2,83 3,95 3,96 3,58Choi 2008 (Choi and Kim, 2008) 2,82 4,04 3,92 3,59Morency 2008 (Morency et al.) 2,91 4,97 3,67 3,85Saragih 2011 (Saragih et al., 2011) 2,60 4,30 4,80 3,90Tran 2013 (Tran et al., 2013) 2,40 5,40 3,90 3,90Tran 2015 (Tran et al., 2015) 2,20 5,00 4,50 3,90Efficient PnP (Lepetit et al., 2009) 2,50 5,07 4,81 4,13Mbouna 2013 (Mbouna et al., 2013) 3,78 3,94 4,83 4,18Cheung 2015 (Cheung et al., 2015) 2,69 4,53 5,48 4,23Vicente 2015 (Vicente et al., 2015) 3,20 4,30 6,20 4,57Sung 2008 (Kanade et al., 2008) 3,10 5,40 5,60 4,70Kumano 2009 (Kumano et al., 2009) 2,90 7,10 4,20 4,73Guo 2012 (Guo et al., 2012) 5,30 4,90 4,80 5,00Valenti 2009 (Valenti et al., 2009) 4,20 6,60 6,40 5,73La Cascia 2000 (La Cascia et al., 2000) 9,80 3,30 6,10 6,40
tracking conditions. The accuracy of the 3D head tracker is of 1.09o, andit is incremented to only 1.84◦ when the tracking is very noisy, in those23% of the frames that contain at least one outlier.In order to get a better idea of the accuracy of the proposedapproaches, most important state of the art HPE methods have beenincluded in the HPE comparison in Table 3. The BU database is abenchmark of reference in the literature and has allowed us to compareour methods with 29 other state of the art algorithms, many of themrecently published. The UPNA database is quite recent and not yetwidely referenced. Ariz et al. (2016) and Ondras et al. (2017) publishedtheir results on it and we have included them in the table. Besides, wehave tested three state of the art PnP approaches (i.e. Iterative PnP,EPnP (Lepetit et al., 2009) and Iterative PnP followed by RANSAC)available as functions of the OpenCV libraries. We have tested them bypassing them the 2D points given by our baseline tracker in each frame,and we have included their results on both databases. We have alsohad access to the code of two algorithms recently published in articles
of great quality in our opinion, i.e. IntraFace by Xiong and De Torre(2013) and the work by Jeni et al. (2017). We have tested IntraFaceon both databases, and the algorithm by Jeni et al. on the UPNAdatabase, since they already reported their results on the BU database.The comparison shows that our method is the most accurate one amongall. The wPOSIT + OD + OC implementation provides the best resultsin both databases (1.09◦ of average error in the UPNA database and2.58◦ in the BU database), followed by the wPOSIT+OD implementation(1.18◦ and 2.62◦) in second position, and the wPOSIT implementation(1.21◦ and 2.71◦) in third position. In the UPNA database, the fourthposition is for PnP+RANSAC (1.25◦), followed by our baseline method(1.30◦), Iterative PnP (1.36◦), AAM+POSIT (Ariz et al., 2016) (1.62◦)and Jeni et al. (2017) (1.74◦). The rest of the methods show HPE errorsover 2o. In the BU database, the fourth and sixth best results are obtainedby Wang et al. (2012) (2.77◦), and Xiao et al. (2002) (2.80◦). Ourbaseline method is fifth in the ranking, with 2.78◦ in average. The restof the methods from the literature obtain average errors above 3◦. Allthese results show to a greater extent the validity and accuracy of themethods presented in this work.The results given by the three alternative PnP approaches (i.e. It-erative PnP, EPnP (Lepetit et al., 2009) and Iterative PnP followed byRANSAC) confirm the correct choice of POSIT as our baseline method forHPE. Only PnP+RANSAC achieves a slightly better accuracy than POSITalone on the UPNA database (1.25◦ vs. 1.30◦), but our outlier detectionand correction methods clearly outperform RANSAC when combinedwith POSIT (1.09◦ vs. 1.25◦). Furthermore, on the noisier BU databaseRANSAC is not able to perform that well: PnP+RANSAC gives 3.38◦whereas Iterative PnP alone gives 3.42◦, and both are far from POSITalone (2.78◦) and from our full OC approach (2.58◦).We have also measured the computational cost introduced by themethods proposed, measured as the average time employed to processeach frame of the UPNA database. The processing is performed usingMatlab and the Computer Vision System Toolbox on an IntelCore i5processor with 6GB of RAM. The baseline method works at 23.89FPS(frames per second), whereas the wPOSIT approach works at 22.50FPS,the wPOSIT+OD approach at 21.22FPS, and the wPOSIT + OD + OC at20.47FPS. The computational cost of the enhancements proposed is thusvery small, and we have observed that the 2D feature tracking Lucas–Kanade algorithm takes most of the processing time (41.60 ms per framein average). The complete HPE system works almost real-time in Matlab,and thus it should be straightforward to obtain a C++ version of thealgorithm for real-time video processing. Therefore, these results showthe feasibility of the methods proposed in terms of computational cost.
5. Conclusion
We have presented different contributions for improving the accu-racy of 3D positioning systems based on 2D point tracking, showing thatour methods lead to an enhancement of both 2D tracking and 3D poseestimation. All the methods presented can be applied to the trackingand pose estimation of any kind of object for which an approximate 3Dmodel is available, which helps us achieving a wider impact in terms ofapplication and gives an important added value to this work.These global methods have been evaluated for the specific taskof HPE using two different head pose video databases; the recentlypublished UPNA database that reflects the expected performance of thesystem in current technological conditions, and the older BU databasethat allows an extensive comparison with state-of-the-art HPE methods.Results show that the proposed enhancements improve the accuracyof both 2D facial point tracking and 3D HPE, with respect to theimplemented baseline method, by over 15% in normal tracking con-ditions and over 30% in noisy tracking conditions, with a minimaladditional computational cost. Moreover, the proposed final HPE systemoutperforms the state of the art on the two databases, which shows to agreater extent the value of the methods presented in this work.
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Fig. 4. Visual example of the effect of the OC module on two different frames from the UPNA database. Inliers are represented in green, outliers detected by the OD module in red,and corrected points estimated by the OC module in blue. Instantaneous HPE errors of the four approaches are shown on the top left side, showing the improvement achieved by eachenhancement.. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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